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1 WP3 Overview
1.1 Objectives
WP3 investigates the technologies and usage of music browsing in the context of the family
and home environment. The aim is to address a whole range of situations both from the
viewpoint of different individual needs (children, teenagers, parents, etc.) but also
configurations (individuals or groups).
It is important to note that the distinction between "browsing" and "performing" is artificial in
this context and only serves for administration of the project. For the end-user these
distinctions are hidden, and several applications provide both browsing, performing and/or
interaction features (see for instance WP6, Authoring).

1.2 Partners’ Roles
SONY CSL: WP coordinator, in charge of the development of a general multimedia content
management system, the so-called MCM, which greatly simplifies the design of the browsing
prototypes, supports all the innovative browsing functionalities needed by the project, and
facilitates the integration of the prototypes in the final platform. SONY CSL also conducts
research into innovative browsing modes and interfaces such as user-defined categories and
constraint-based music interaction.
FhG: development of a Query-by-Humming module (with which the user can select a song by
singing or humming the melody to the HiFi system) and its integration in MCM.
NI: development of browsing interfaces which are suitable to DJ/electronic music, in
connection with WP6, Authoring.
IRCAM: development of browsing scenarios in the context of contemporary and classical
music repertoires. For WP7, making a link between the MCM framework and the sharing
framework.

1.3 WP3 Contribution to the Project
The WP contributes to the project by:
-

designing a common framework for browsing, which simplifies the final integration of
browsing prototypes by all partners,

-

providing application frameworks in which all the various music descriptors can be used,

-

identifying and designing browsing scenarios/technologies for the final platform.

1.4 Synthesis of Main Achievements
As of August 2006, the MCM content management system is fully operational and has been
intensively used for 2 years and a half of development within SONY CSL. It was used in
SHF-IST-507913
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more than 10 experimental browsing prototypes and is the basis for the WP3 main final
prototype. It has been successfully used in the integration of WP2 (Indexing) descriptors, in
WP8 (HiFi System) as the browsing framework for the HiFi system, and is compatible with
the sharing mechanisms developed in WP7 (Sharing).
Additionally, several core browsing technologies have been invented.
-

A faster and more robust Query-by-Humming technology allowing the user to sing/hum a
song in a microphone, and let the system retrieve songs in the database with similar
melodies.

-

A mechanism allowing the user to define personal categories, by providing a few
examples of each music class, and letting the system learn and generalize the examples.
The main advantage of the mechanism is that it is fully incremental, i.e. early results can
be refined by further interactions with the user who provides extra examples.

-

A precise and efficient measure of the timbre similarity between two pieces of music.

-

Algorithms to quickly choose a set of songs (a "playlist") which satisfies constraints such
as continuity of timbre, or a given proportion of musical genres.

-

A mechanism to automatically download pictures of artists from the Web.

Finally, several innovative browsing interfaces and modes have been designed.
-

A generic multimedia database browser with very flexible query capabilities, and means
to extend it with more specific plug-ins.

-

Browser plug-ins including query by humming, playlist generation, song similarities,
database structure management, personal categories, etc.

-

Specific interfaces for DJ/electronic music.

-

A gesture-based recognition interface allowing the user to interact in front of a video
camera to select music in a database.

-

Interfaces for young children without the ability to read.
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2 WP3 Results and Achievements
2.1 Multimedia Content Management System for Browsing
Responsible partner: SONY CSL
2.1.1 Functional Description
MCM (Multimedia Content Management) is an efficient, portable and lightweight content
management system which simplifies the development of applications dealing with databases
of multimedia objects such as songs, video clips, etc. Its potential as an application
framework has been continuously improved by collecting, abstracting and integrating the
features of the different browsing modes throughout the project. Therefore, MCM can be used
to build browsing applications very quickly by only focusing on high-level design. For
instance, MCM was used in mostly all WP3 prototypes, as the database framework of the
HiFi system prototype (WP8), and as a client framework for the sharing system (WP7).
With MCM a programmer can do the following operations:
-

Creating/connecting to an MCM database.

-

Structuring a database into different item types (e.g., songs, artists), metadata fields (e.g.,
the title of a song, its duration, its artist, its timbre) and more generic relations (e.g., the
distance matrix for timbre similarity).

-

Applying existing database schemas so that a database is automatically structured into a
well-known format. (Such a sophisticated database schema has been developed for the
HiFi system of WP8.)

-

Populating a database with items and their corresponding field values. They are persistent
data since any item which hasn't been explicitly deleted can later be retrieved when
reconnecting to the database.

-

Querying the database using a high-level query language which expressions represent
specific sets of items and metadata.

-

Extending MCM by implementing specific classes of item types, fields, relations, etc., and
thus going beyond what MCM provides by default. (For instance, specific computable
fields have been developed for the communication between MCM and the sharing system
of WP7.)

All these operations are available without knowledge of any low-level database language such
as SQL. They can also be done on the fly. It means that everything can be changed
dynamically in the course of the application, from the database structure to the items and
metadata associated to them.
2.1.2 Method Description
MCM works by connecting a programming language (currently, the Java programming
language) and a database management system (DBMS; currently, MySQL, and to some extent
PostgreSQL and HSQL). The core of MCM lies in the translation from the high-level MCM
operations into procedures of the programming language and further on into lower-level
SHF-IST-507913
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expressions of the DBMS. A programmer would only see full-fledged objects of his own
programming language, including database managers, item types, items, fields, relations,
schemas, etc. From this point of view MCM has been thoroughly described in [1].
Documentation for all the classes and methods can also be found in the MCM Java package
itself.
Among the advanced MCM features worth describing are computable fields. A computable
field is a field which values can not only be set by hand but also be automatically computed
for the items it is associated to. If at some point such an item doesn't have a value for the field,
the computation can be triggered and the resulting value stored in the database and returned to
the program. A simple example of computable field is the duration of a song, which can be
computed from the corresponding audio file. Other examples include the audio descriptors
from WP2. A much more sophisticated example is the automatic generalization of personal
categories (see §2.6).
For a computable field to work, a computation algorithm should have been developed and
associated to the class of the field at the level of the programming language. (And not, for
instance, implemented as a remote procedure of the DBMS.) This is something a programmer
can easily do without knowing about any DBMS. MCM already provides several computable
fields, especially ones for signal analysis of the audio files. But many new computable fields
can be developed this way.
An interesting generalization of the notion of a computable field is a computable relation.
Such a relation is able to automatically compute / update its elements. In MCM, timbre
similarity is a computable relation which has been extensively studied and optimized (see
§2.4). Its elements are the tuples [x1, x2, d] where x1 and x2 are songs and d is the distance
between the timbres of x1 and x2. The computation of timbre similarity can easily be
triggered and supervised by programming. Parameters of the relation are used to specify how
many nearest neighbors are to be kept when computing/updating its elements, and if the
corresponding distance matrix should be made triangular.
Another interesting feature of MCM is the notion of property (or logical assertion). MCM
properties are the main components of its query language. Properties can be instantiated on
the database’s items, checked on specific items, and used to retrieve all matching items.
Properties may be as simple as "the rock songs", or arbitrarily complex, for instance when
traversing the database structure ("countries which are referenced by at least one artist whose
genre is rock"). Properties support logical operations (negation, conjunction, disjunction,
etc.). MCM already provides a lot of interesting properties which are automatically compiled
into optimized SQL code, thus freeing the programmer of such a hassle.
2.1.3 Position Over State-of-the-Art
MCM is not the only application framework for persistent data, but to the best of our
knowledge it is the only one aiming at simplifying the development of music content
management tools, while completely abstracting the low-level database code and still offering
efficient query functionalities. Its design comes from the CUIDADO project and previous
attempts to manage multimedia databases. It has produced several conceptual and
representational breakthroughs, notably the notion of computable metadata, i.e. objects that
can compute their values, be imported, shared, modified via interaction with the user, and still
be computationally efficient in terms of database storage, retrieval and computation.
MCM also incorporates a number of scientific innovations, notably:
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-

Highly optimized timbre similarity (see §2.4): the timbre descriptor and the associated
similarity, which originated in previous projects, were much refined in the scope of
SemanticHIFI.

-

An interactive and incremental mechanism to learn user-defined categories (see §2.6): the
ability to automatically discover adapted signal processing features with the EDS system
(see WP2) is a very novel contribution.
2.1.4 Benchmarks

MCM is an application framework and as such it is not really meaningful to give general
benchmarks. For specific features please refer to the corresponding sections in this document
and in dissemination materials. Still, some information can be given concerning the
performance of MCM compared to raw SQL code.
MCM has been designed right away to be efficient in compiling the SQL code for the
underlying DBMS. The principle is to hide the details of the compilation to the programmer,
and at the same time to remain as efficient as possible. When a high-level MCM operation is
triggered, some time is passed in the program to call the necessary procedures, eventually
including the compilation of some lower-level code for the DBMS.
The system would not be efficient if the automatic compilation and execution of the lowerlevel code were much slower than an ad-hoc raw query to the DBMS directly written by the
programmer. Fortunately, the compilation part is indeed very fast because it just requires
identifying the database tables, columns and rows involved, which has been highly optimized
in MCM.
The optimization took place all along the development. A first version was written without
any optimization. The calls to the DBMS were thoroughly traced. After identifying the places
where redundant calls were made, different optimization strategies were used, like using SQL
prepared statements, or wrapping a series of calls for different rows of the same database table
into a single call for multiple rows of the table, etc. Not only does this method free the
programmer from having to do the specific optimizations by hand each time, but it also allows
generating bug-free low-level code at an insignificant cost.
Furthermore, calling the DBMS is not always necessary nor even desired: caching a few
results from previous calls (and not calling the DBMS afterwards) generally leads to much
faster programs. MCM uses this principle as much as possible, notably when getting field
values. When it does not (field caching can be turned on and off), it generally doesn't scale to
large databases. For instance, naively listing the titles and artists of 15,000 songs takes about
75 seconds when field caching is off, and 2 seconds when on. When caching is on, a lot of
things become possible.
2.1.5 Implementation
The current implementation of MCM includes:
-

A set of Java packages which are portable across different computer architectures and
operating systems, the main packages being the core of MCM itself and the EDS system
(see WP2).

-

Native signal processing libraries from the EDS system, depending on the target
architecture and system. They are automatically loaded when necessary.

A MySQL server running outside of the application is also required (not necessarily on the
same computer or the same architecture). MCM can eventually use a PostgreSQL server, or
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an instance of HSQL internally or externally, although these two target DBMS haven't been
much tested, because they were introduced as a proof of concept that porting MCM to any
other DBMS than MySQL would just be a matter of implementing one and only one subclass.
MCM has been successfully tested on Microsoft Windows and GNU/Linux. The latter system
was a requirement of WP8 and involved porting libraries and testing the different packages.
2.1.6 Dissemination Materials
2.1.6.1 Project Documents
[1] Pachet, F., Aucouturier, J.-J. and Beurivé, A. "The MCM White Paper." 2006.
2.1.6.2 Scientific Publications
[2] Pachet, F., Aucouturier, J.-J., Laburthe, A., Zils, A. and Beurivé, A. "The Cuidado Music
Browser: an end-to-end Electronic Music Distribution System." Multimedia Tools and
Applications, 2006. Special Issue on the CBMI03 Conference
[3] Pachet, F. "Knowledge Management and Musical Metadata." In "Encyclopedia of
Knowledge Management", Idea Group. 2005.
[4] Pachet, F., Laburthe, A., Aucouturier, J.-J. and Beurivé, A. "Editorial Metadata in
Electronic Music Distribution Systems: Between Universalism and Isolationism." Journal of
New Music Research, 34(2):173-184 June 2005.
[5] Pachet, F. "Les nouveaux enjeux de la réification." L' Objet, 10(4), 2004.
[6] Pachet, F. "The HiFi of the Future: Toward new modes of Music-ing." In Perrot, X.,
editor, Proceedings of ICHIM 04, 2004.

2.2 General Browsing Application
Responsible partner: SONY CSL
2.2.1 Functional Description
The main user-level application developed in the context of WP3 is called the "Music
Browser". It is a generic, GUI-based browsing tool for multimedia databases, including
browsing functions and creation of general and personal metadata. It is built on top of MCM
and emphasizes the use of plug-ins called "extension panels". All panels in the Music Browser
are indeed extension panels with possible inter-communication. Most of the tools which were
developed for WP3, as shown in this document, have been integrated as new extension panels
for the Music Browser. Here we describe the most common ones.
With the "Connection" panel (Figure 1), the user can create a new MCM database from
scratch or connect to a database which he created before.
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Figure 1: The "Connection" panel of the Music Browser.

With the "New Songs" panel (Figure 2), he can import new songs into the database from
audio files on his computer. Audio files are one of the most important metadata because many
things depend on them: listening, audio analysis, etc. It is possible to identify an audio file in
terms of its title, album, artist, and genre, using different techniques: ID3 tag extraction,
filename analysis, fingerprinting, etc. When none of these techniques work, the audio file can
still be inserted as a song but with no additional metadata than the path to the file, and the user
is left to enter the missing metadata by hand and trigger the computation of computable
metadata.

Figure 2: Adding new songs to a database.

The user can create his own metadata/descriptors (MCM fields and relations, see §2.1) with
the "Search" panel (Figure 4) and the "Metadata" panel (Figure 3). But the application adds a
lot of default ones to any new database, including computable metadata like song duration,
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timbre, timbre similarity, so a normal user has not much to do to get things running except
adding his songs.

Figure 3: The "Metadata" panel of the Music Browser.

With the "Search" panel (Figure 4), the user has access to all the available
metadata/descriptors in a database. Descriptors can be used to query for, e.g., "rock songs
with low energy and acoustic guitar". Distributions of descriptor values on the whole set of
songs can be visualized, allowing to find the most represented genres or to monitor the
computation of a computable metadata.

Figure 4 : The "Search" panel of the Music Browser.

The "Player" panel (Figure 5) enables to play many kinds of media files, both audio and
video. Usually, when the user double-clicks on a multimedia item in any of the panels, the
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item is sent to the other panels, including the player panel which gets the associated media file
and starts playing it.

Figure 5: The "Player" panel of the Music Browser.

Other interesting panels are described in other sections of this document, including the
"Similarity" panel (see §2.4) and the "Playlists" panel (see §2.5).
2.2.2 Method Description
2.2.2.1 Extension panels
The Music Browser is basically an empty shell to which extension panels can be dynamically
added. It took some time for this idea to come up, but at the end it helped a lot in the
development. A running browser can automatically detect all the available extension panels
and let the user decide which ones he wants to use. The software can also be configured by
default with specific panels for given tasks and environments (like specific user tests).
This design also promotes the development of new independent panels by third parties. When
a new browsing mode appears, it is much easier to develop it as a new extension panel rather
than adapt the existing panels to integrate the new mode altogether with their own modes.
An extension panel has to implement a specific programming interface (more precisely, the
Java abstract class MBExtensionPanel). To detect the available extension panels, the
software looks for all the implementations of that programming interface in the Java class
path. It also looks at known directories where third-party packages may have been put, and
can extend the class path to use these packages, figuring out which extension panels they
provide.
The active extension panels can communicate with each others by means of messages. They
can ask the browser about the list of active extension panels and specifically address one of
them (for instance, to ask the player panel to play a given media), or broadcast a message to
all of them (for instance, a playlist can be broadcasted to the other panels, each of them
deciding what to do about it). The messaging system is at the same time safe (because any
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panel can just ignore the messages it doesn't understand) and powerful (it allows a panel to
trigger external operations by generating simple messages).
2.2.2.2 Identifying Audio Files
When considering an audio file not currently in a database, an important step is usually to
identify the file in terms of title name, album, artist, etc. Different techniques are available:
-

analyzing the name of the audio file (when it is meaningful),

-

extracting ID3 tags (when available),

-

doing some fingerprinting and querying a global pool of song metadata (different
companies/laboratories propose their own fingerprinting and associated pools of
metadata),

-

etc.

Rather than selecting only one of those techniques, it is better to be able to use any of them
because it may give better results than the others depending on the context.
Java classes called identifications methods were developed to implement those techniques.
The "New Songs" panel of the Music Browser collects and displays all the available
identification methods in the Java class path. Like extension panels, it is possible to develop
other identification methods in third-party packages and the panel will find them just as well.
Currently working methods include analyzing the name of the audio file and extracting the
ID3 tags. ID3 tag extraction isn't very original and external Java packages were used for it. On
the contrary, filename analysis was specifically developed for WP3. It consists in:
-

segmenting the name of the file, including the complete path in the file system,

-

comparing it to the names of the other files at the same location,

-

identifying the static parts which may represent the album or the artist, and the changing
parts which may represent the title name.

This way, song identification can happen in cases where ID3 tags are not available.
As of fingerprinting, an identification method was once implemented for the WP7 sharing
system to use a fingerprinting technique from Fraunhofer. Later, the method was moved into
more convenient MCM computable fields. The development of another method based on
MusicBrainz was also foreseen. The problem with fingerprinting is about performance and
quality: for a single song it requires to analyze the audio file, to send a network query and to
wait for the result. Not only the result can potentially contain multiple song candidates, but it
can also miss the right candidate completely.
Another interesting method to use would be Gracenote’s Media Recognition Service. When
all track lengths are known about the CD from which some audio files came from, the service
can be queried and the result would be the list of tracks with their titles, artist names, etc. It is
close to fingerprinting but for complete CDs. However, it requires a license fee.
2.2.2.3 Managing Computable Metadata
When new songs have been added to a database, the available metadata is reduced to what the
identification methods successfully extracted from the corresponding audio files. The rest of
the metadata has either to be entered by hand or to be computed by algorithms. MCM
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computable metadata (see §2.1) already include such algorithms inside the definition of their
class, but the algorithms still have to be triggered somehow.
In the Music Browser, there are two ways of triggering computable metadata. One way is
supervised. The user has to select specific metadata and specific items for which the metadata
has to be computed, then to trigger the computation and watch it fill the missing values, item
by item. It is interesting because it gives a good feeling of the amount of time to compute a
single item's value and to anticipate how long it will take for all the items.
The second way is automatic. A background process regularly checks if there are missing
values for some metadata, and if it finds some, triggers the computation. The process is run
with low priority so that the normal usage of the browser is not much altered. Problem with
this method is that the user can’t survey which metadata is being computed. This is the reason
why it is disabled by default. Anyway, both methods, supervised and automatic, can run at the
same time.
There is a missing feature in computable metadata: their dependencies. If metadata A uses
metadata B to compute its values, then the values of B have to be computed first. One
example of such dependency is between timbre and timbre similarity: filling the distance
relation for timbre similarity requires that the timbre has been computed for all the songs. In
practice, this problem is handled in an ad-hoc way, but it would be interesting to add
dependency information to computable metadata.
2.2.3 Position Over State-of-the-Art
To the best of our knowledge, the MCM/Music Browser combination is the only generic
music management platform available in the research community. It is the first integrated tool
with expansion functionalities (new songs, new descriptors, new extension panels, etc.)
suitable for very large databases. It was built after a previous version from the CUIDADO
project, which suffered a lot from not using any content management system like MCM.
The new Music Browser is still less user-friendly than the existing music software like
iTunes, MoodLogic, etc., but it has many advanced features compared to them. Obviously,
there are other individual solutions to music database management, but they are generally
limited to small size databases, designed as static, ad-hoc tools, and don’t incorporate any
novel descriptors or user interfaces.
2.2.4 Benchmarks
Benchmarks cannot be given for the Music Browser itself, which is just a general purpose
software. However, different experiments have been made on specific components in terms of
speed and scale.
About the size of databases the Music Browser can deal with, no limit has been reached so
far. Our reference database contains about 15,000 songs with corresponding audio files, and
about 3,000 artists. The software works flawlessly in that context. Even listing all the songs at
once only takes about 2 seconds in the "Search" panel. We also worked on a database of
100,000 songs but without the audio files. The software still works very well although it is
necessarily slower for queries involving more than several ten thousand items. Displaying all
the 100,000 songs (an operation which becomes quite ridiculous at this scale) takes about 15
seconds.
Of course, the time to compute all computable metadata increases with the number of items
(songs, artists, etc.). For computable fields depending on the metadata of a single item, the
increase is linear in the number of items, which scales very well. For a computable distance
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relation like timbre similarity, the increase is quadratic and it doesn't scale if it is not
dynamically maintained (for instance, when new songs are added) and some optimization
tricks are not applied (see §2.4). It still works on our reference database, although a complete
computation would take weeks on a single computer.
But a very interesting feature of the MCM/Music Browser architecture is that the same
database can be used by two or more instances of the browser at the same time: each instance
would connect to the same database on the same DBMS server. This is not exactly sharing
like in WP7, but it has an interesting property: the computation of missing metadata can be
done in parallel on each browser. If the browsers run on different computers, the time needed
to compute all missing values can indeed be divided by (almost) the number of running
browsers. Technically, it only requires that each browser randomly selects the next value to
compute from the set of missing values so to avoid (not entirely, though) the computation of
the same value on different browsers at the same time (which would be a waste of time). This
principle has been verified on the reference database of 15,000 songs for the computation of
the timbre: it took 7 days with just one browser running on a modern desktop computer, and
less than 3 days with 3 browsers running on 3 different computers (the DBMS server was
installed on another computer). Consequently, even though the computable metadata can take
a lot of time, there are simple technical solutions to distribute the computation for faster
results.
Finally, let’s give a few words about identification methods of audio files. WP3 automatic
filename analysis technique is a unique approach in this context. It typically has around 90%
precision, which is less than state-of-the-art fingerprinting, but is incomparably faster since it
doesn’t do any signal analysis of audio files nor does it require a network access to a
centralized signature server. It even competes with ID3 tag extraction because it doesn’t need
to look for tags in the audio files and can be run on a whole directory of audio files at once
(parsing all the file names at the same time). The only drawback is that the filenames are
sometimes tricky to parse (because of special syntax) and don’t include all of the metadata
that can generally be found in ID3 tags.
2.2.5 Implementation
The Music Browser is developed in Java on top of MCM (see §2.1.5 for MCM’s
implementation notes) and mainly for Windows platforms. It has been also ported and
successfully tested on Linux platforms. Media rendering (audio and video) is done with Sun’s
portable Java Media Framework (JMF).
2.2.6 Dissemination Materials
2.2.6.1 Project Documents
[1] Beurivé, A. "Sony CSL Music Browser Tutorial." 2006.
2.2.6.2 Scientific publications
[2] Pachet, F., Aucouturier, J.-J., Laburthe, A., Zils, A. and Beurivé, A. "The Cuidado Music
Browser: an end-to-end Electronic Music Distribution System." Multimedia Tools and
Applications, 2006. Special Issue on the CBMI03 Conference.
[3] Pachet, F. "Knowledge Management and Musical Metadata." In "Encyclopedia of
Knowledge Management", Idea Group. 2005.
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[4] Pachet, F., Laburthe, A., Aucouturier, J.-J. and Beurivé, A. "Editorial Metadata in
Electronic Music Distribution Systems: Between Universalism and Isolationism." Journal of
New Music Research, 34(2):173-184 June 2005.
[5] Pachet, F., Laburthe, A., Zils, A., Aucouturier, J.-J. "Popular Music Access: The Sony
Music Browser." Journal of the American Society for Information Science, 55(12):1037 1044 2004.
2.2.6.3 Public presentations
[6] Beurivé, A. "Personal Music Categories in the Music Browser." Cité des Sciences, La
Villette, Paris, 21st and 23th June 2006.
[7] Pachet, F. "Creation and Automatic Generalization of Personal Music Categories in the
Music Browser." Laboratorio di Informatica, Facoltà di Scienze della Formazione, University
of Bologna, Italy, May 24-26, 2006.
[8] Pachet, F. "Music Information Retrieval." University of Bologna, Italy, 20-25th May 2005.
[9] Riconno, P., Beurivé, A., Aucouturier, J.-J. and Defrenne, S. "Musical Games With the
Music Browser." Cité des Sciences, La Villette, Paris, 20th Sept. – 3rd Oct. 2004.
[10] Pachet, F., Beurivé, A., Aucouturier, J.-J. "Musical Games With the Music Browser."
Cité des Sciences, La Villette, Paris, 15-18th June 2004.
[11] Pachet, F. "Music Information Retrieval." University of Bologna, Italy, 26-28th May
2004.

2.3 Query by Humming
Responsible partner: FhG
2.3.1 Functional description
The Query by Humming module allows users to search songs in their database by singing the
melody (or a part thereof) of the requested song. To achieve this goal, it comprises two main
functionalities:
-

Indexing the songs stored on the hifi system: during this process, the melodies of the
songs are extracted and stored in a database along with metadata.

-

Searching for a song: The user inputs a query by humming or singing a melody. This
query is then transformed to a melody representation and compared to the database of
extracted melodies. A result list of songs containing the most similar melodies is returned
together with a value indicating the degree of similarity between the query and the
respective song.

Query-by-Humming has been implemented as a JNI/Java classes, and integrated in the Music
Browser as an extension panel. It uses MCM to get a list of the songs in a database and do
indexation. When searching for a song, the proper similar MCM song items are returned.
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2.3.2 Method Description
2.3.2.1 Searching for a song
The work on query by humming is based on a Query-by-Humming system existing prior to
the project. It used a physiological ear model for extracting the melody from sung inputs,
resulting in a note quantized melody. This extraction method delivered the best melody
transcriptions achievable at that time, but has the major drawback, that its runtime is longer
than real time even on recent PC systems, and it consumes vast amounts of memory. The
following similarity search was realized as a plain string alignment algorithm using note
intervals and note length ratios as search alphabet. Databases to be searched by this algorithm
had to contain note representations of melodies, which were only available by transcribing the
melodies of songs manually.
The basic architecture and method for query by humming within the project is taken from the
previously existing QbH system. Most parts have been redesigned, though.
The similarity search algorithm has been reviewed in terms of fitness to assess musical
similarity. Extensive research has been conducted on algorithms measuring melodic similarity
more efficiently and closer to human perception, considering principles from musicology,
psycho-acoustics and gestalt theory. These results were used to re-implement the search
algorithm, thus increasing recall rates when querying with the same melodies (c.f.
benchmarks).
For the melody extraction from the queries, a novel algorithm has been developed that allows
faster processing by replacing the physiological ear model with a more computation and
memory efficient algorithm. To achieve an efficient transformation of the time signal into a
spectrogram, a warped Fourier transform1 was chosen, as this provides sufficient temporal and
spectral resolution at the same time. To segment the pitch line (fundamental frequency over
time function) derived from these spectrograms, the note segmentation algorithm that had
been used before had to be adapted to work on any combination of fundamental frequency
and related spectrogram, and subsequently fine tuned to match the output of the warped FFT.
To keep the implementation flexible, a framework was designed that provides a melody
extraction interface which can be based on different extraction algorithms. This allows
combining different melody extraction algorithms with the melody search without rewriting
anything but the actual melody extraction.
Algorithms and methods developed within this project have also been used to propagate work
in related fields, like e.g. harmony detection (see [1]).
2.3.2.2 Indexing songs for Query by Humming
As a novelty in Semantic Hifi, the melody data base is directly linked to the audio data base
containing the user’s music so that songs for listening can be chosen by singing their melody
without any beforehand manual indexation. To achieve this goal, an algorithm had to be
found that reliably extracts the predominant melody from polyphonic audio (i.e. CD
recordings) and thus allows indexing the music library as a melody data base.
This is still a novel task which has not been solved satisfactorily before. Extensive research
was necessary to find a solution providing melodies of an adequate quality. Within this

1

See Härmä, A. et al, “Frequency-Warped Signal Processing for Audio Applications”, Journal of the Audio
Engineering Society, Vol. 48, 11/2000, pp. 19-22
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period, several different algorithms were tested for extracting melodies and used with the
melody extraction interface. First tries using an algorithm based a constant Q transform2 (i.e. a
transformation that divides each octave into twelve frequency bands, thus varying temporal
and spectral resolution to reflect the twelve tone system of western music) proved not to be
sufficient for the task at hand.
A completely novel algorithm was devised using a multi resolution FFT (see [2]) in
conjunction with an auditory streaming model to find the most salient pitch in polyphonic
audio that delivers pitch lines in a quality unknown before. In combination with melody
segmentation algorithms, adequate melody representations of polyphonic songs can be
extracted to be used as reference database for query by humming.
To handle the automatic melody extraction, the aformentioned interface was combined with a
database handling interface. Thus melodies from polyphonic audio can be extracted
automatically and are stored in a query by humming database along with a unique ID.
2.3.3 Position over state-of-the-art
Though query by humming has been the focus of research of a number of institutions for quite
a while, most systems did not make it beyond a scientific stage or even a proof of concept
stage. Thus, the public release of a stable QbH system defines the current state of the art.
Extracting the predominant melody from polyphonic audio is a topic which is still mainly
under research. There are some products commercially available, but they usually only work
for certain kinds of audio material (e.g. piano or guitar) and fail if presented with arbitrary
audio material as a music collection. Of the algorithms especially designed to extract the
melody from audio, the one used in this project scored best in the MIREX 20053 comparison
of melody extraction algorithms and has been improved since to stay the most successful
algorithm in the MIREX 2006 comparison.
2.3.4 Benchmarks
2.3.4.1 Melody Similarity Search
A benchmark of several similarity assessment approaches and respective algorithms has been
carried out within the project. To this end, 200 pre-recorded melodies have been extracted and
stored as melody information. Exhaustive queries using different algorithms against two
databases of different size were performed. The results were published in [6].
The search algorithm that was used in the beginning of the project was among the top rated,
only to be beaten by the improved version. The improvement of the similarity search can be
seen in table 2.1. The percentage of correctly classified pieces (top 1) and pieces that have at
least returned within the 10 most similar melodies have been measured.
Algorithm
String Alignment 2005

% Top 1

% Top 10

61,0

75,5

2

See Brown, J., “Calculation of a Constant Q Spectral Transform”, Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, Vol. 89, 1/1991, pp. 425-434
3

See https://www.music-ir.org/mirex2005/, then results, then Audio Melody Extraction
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String Alignment before begin of project

51,0

64,5

Table 2.1: Improvement of Recall Rates
2.3.4.2 Monophonic melody extraction
The main advantage of the newly developed melody extraction algorithm for queries is the
vastly reduced runtime that allows processing in environments with a restricted computational
power.
The performance gain by the new extraction algorithm was measured using a 14 second long
rendition of the German folksong “Alle meine Entchen” as query. Overall processing time on
the development system (Intel Pentium IV with 3 GHz) is shown in table 2.2.
Algorithm

Runtime in seconds

Physiological Ear Model (pre 2004)
Warped FFT (2006)

31
4

Table 2.2: Processing Times
2.3.4.3 Comparative Benchmark of Query by Humming Systems
A comparative benchmark of Query by Humming systems has been carried out for the first
time in MIREX 20064 task “Query by Singing/Humming”. The algorithms developed in this
project have been submitted in [3].
In this comparison, the systems submitted scored in the middle ranges. One has to bear in
mind, though, that this was a benchmark of systems that are mainly experimental. Not all
developers submitting systems there are concerned with problems of runtime, scalability etc.
that have to be tackled for a real world application, e.g. the use within a hifi system. Also,
different input formats of the ground truth and the query were available, so that not all results
are directly comparable.
Thus the system provides a good compromise between runtime and scalability on the one
hand and search performance on the other hand, as some of the techniques used for the very
advanced algorithms need very extensive calculations.
2.3.4.4 Comparative Benchmark of Polyphonic Melody Extraction
Within MIREX2005 and MIREX2006, the extraction of the most salient melody from
polyphonic audio has been assessed. Unfortunately, this task only comprises the evaluation of
a “pitch line”, i.e. continuous pitch in cent or Hertz over time, not the extraction of a note
quantised melody as is used in this algorithm.
The pitch extraction algorithm by Karin Dressler that is used for extraction of melodies for
indexing the music data base has been submitted in [6] and an updated version in [5]. Both
times, it proved to be the most successful algorithm in the overall performance of the audio
melody extraction task. Especially important for the task of melody indexing is the fact, that

4

See www.music-ir.org/mirex2006
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these algorithms performed well on the problem of distinguishing where a melody melodic
instrument is present and at which times there is none to be extracted.
2.3.5 Implementation
For performance reasons and memory efficiency, all algorithms in this task are implemented
in C++, in separate modules that are joined with generic interfaces to ease exchange of single
parts and thus allow to work experimentally on parts of the system.
The functionalities are delivered as two shared libraries. The first one contains all
functionalities belonging to the actual query by humming process, i.e. extracting a
monophonic melody, loading a database, searching similar melodies in the database. The
second one comprises methods needed for the indexing process, i.e. extracting melodies from
polyphonic audio, adding it to a database with appropriate metadata, and handling qbh
databases.
To make these functionalities usable from the hifi system, which is based on JAVA and the
MCM framework, JAVA wrapper classes have been implemented that make the C++ methods
available via JNI. Together with some additional JAVA classes for handling audio and the
indexing in threads, they provide an MCM compliant interface that allows to use the qbh
functionality by controlling via one class. For testing purposes, interface methods independent
of MCM are also available, which allows to run qbh or indexing from a standalone JAVA
program without connection to an MCM database.
2.3.6 Dissemination Materials
2.3.6.1 Scientific Publications
[1] Sailer, C. and Rosenbauer, K., "A bottom-up approach to chord detection", Proceedings of
ICMC 2006, New Orleans, 2006.
[2] Dressler, K., "Sinusoidal extraction using an efficient implementation of a multi-resolution
FFT," in Proc. of the Int. Conf. on Digital Audio Effects (DAFx-06), Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, Sept. 18–20, 2006, pp. 247–252.
[3] Sailer, C., MIREX 2006: "Two Note Based Approaches to Query by Singing/Humming",
Contribution to the Query by Singing/Humming task, ISMIR 2006, Victoria, B.C., Canada.
[4] Sailer, C. and Dressler, K. MIREX 2006: "Finding Cover Songs by Melodic Similarity",
Contribution to the Audio Cover Song task, ISMIR 2006, Victoria B.C., Canada.
[5] Dressler, K., MIREX 2006: "An Auditory Stream Approach on Melody Extraction",
Contribution to the Audio Melody Extraction Task, ISMIR 2006, Victoria B.C., Canada.
[6] Dressler, K., "Extraction of the Melody Pitch Contour from Polyphonic Audio",
Proceedings of the International Conference on Music Information Retrieval, September
2005. London, UK.
2.3.6.2 Other Scientific Dissemination Actions
[7] Conference (Poster), Dressler, K., ISMIR 2005, September, 12-15, 2005.
[8] Invited Conference, Sailer, C., Fall Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
October 17-21, 2005.
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2.3.6.3 Public Presentations
[9] Presentation at Popkomm 2006, Dittmar, C., Music Search Engine with Query by
Humming Capability, September 20 – 22, 2006, Berlin, Germany.
[10] Sailer, C., “Query by Humming and interactive browsing on future HiFi-Systems”,
presentation and panel discussion, maerzmusik 2006, Berlin, March 21st, 2006.
[11] Presentation at Cebit 2004, Sailer, C. and Kaufmann, M., Query by Humming Prototype,
March 18-24, 2004, Hannover, Germany.
[12] Presentation at NAB 2004. Sailer, C., Query by Humming Prototype, April 17-22, 2004,
Las Vegas, NV, USA.
[13] Presentation at Popkomm 2004, Saupe, M., Query by Humming Prototype, September 29
– October 1, 2004, Berlin, Germany.
[14] Presentation at Résonances 2004, Sailer, C., Query by Humming Prototype, October 1622, 2004, Paris, France.
2.3.6.4 Related PhDs
[15] Karin Dressler, to be completed in 2007, supervised by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Karlheinz
Brandenburg (Fraunhofer IDMT, TU Ilmenau).

2.4 Timbre Similarity
Responsible partner: SONY CSL
2.4.1 Functional Description
With Timbre Similarity, the user who is listening to a song can ask for other similar songs,
not in terms of the melody (like for Query by Humming, §2.3) but in terms of more global
spectral/timbre information. It requires computing the timbre of each song in a database, and
computing the timbre distances between every two songs. The songs which sound like the
reference song are the songs with the shortest distances to it (the nearest neighbours).
2.4.2 Method Description
For WP3, the notion of timbre and timbre similarity has been specifically studied in the
context of a PhD thesis. The reader should refer to [5] for extended information.
Just like Query by Humming, timbre similarity requires two main components: an algorithm
to compute the timbre of a song, and an algorithm to compute the distance between the
timbres of any two songs. WP3 provides both components, as well as means to supervise the
computation and storage of timbre and timbre distances as a whole.
In the Music Information Retrieval community, the global sound or polyphonic timbre of an
audio signal is generally represented as the long-term distribution of the local spectral
features. It is a quite simple representation which just relies on signal analysis of the audio file
and doesn't take into account any cultural information about music in general.
Following the community, WP3 defines the timbre of an audio signal as a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) of Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) regularly sampled along
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the signal. The timbre distance between two audio signals becomes the distance between two
GMMs, which is implemented as a Monte-Carlo approximation of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (a natural distance measure between two probability distributions) based on
sampling the GMMs at multiple points.
In an MCM database, timbre is represented as a computable field of songs. Computing the
timbre of one song means:
-

getting the path to the corresponding audio file,

-

splitting the audio file into time frames,

-

computing the MFCCs on each frame,

-

feeding a GMM with each frame of MFCCs.

Timbre distance is represented as a computable relation made of [x1, x2, d] tuples, where x1
and x2 are songs and d is the timbre distance between the two songs. Computing one such
tuple means:
-

getting the timbre of each song,

-

running the Monte-Carlo approximation to get the resulting distance.

A fast nearest neighbour (NN) algorithm has been implemented in [2] to start at a low
precision of the Monte-Carlo method and dynamically increase the precision while
approaching a given number (say, 100) of top-quality nearest neighbours. The algorithm
works at its best when distances have to be computed between a given reference song and
many other songs at once. The speed-up is impressive compared to the computation with high
but static precision (refer to [2] for more details).
A complete distance relation still requires quadratic space in the number of songs (to store all
the [x1, x2, d] tuples). A simple optimization consists in keeping only half on the relation
because of symmetry (the distance between x1 and x2 is the same as between x2 and x1) but it
remains quadratic. A more interesting optimization consists in considering the number of topquality nearest neighbours to maintain for each song, as explained above. In this case the
required space is linear in the number of songs, which is a big improvement too (but the
distance relation isn't complete anymore).
When new songs are added to a database, timbre similarity becomes somewhat obsolete.
However, maintaining an up-to-date version of the relation doesn't require computing it again
as a whole. Only the missing timbre values and timbre distances have to be computed with
regard to the new songs. For instance, if one song x is added, the timbre of x has to be
computed, as well as all the tuples [x, xi, d] where xi represents any other song in the
database. The optimization about keeping a limited number of the nearest neighbours for each
song can also be applied in this case but with extra cost (an extension is to distribute that cost
into later calls of the nearest neighbours for the corresponding songs).
2.4.3 Position Over State-of-the-Art
Please refer to [5] and [2] for an in-depth survey. Timbre similarity isn't a new concept but in
general it suffers from scaling problems when more than a few thousand songs are used. WP3
brings it to a new level by considering various optimizations for dynamic databases of tens of
thousands of songs. It includes:
-

Highly optimized timbre similarity. The timbre descriptor and the associated similarity,
which originated in previous projects, were much refined in the scope of SHF, with a 15%
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increase of precision, achieving recognition in the Music Information Retrieval
community. The measure won the artist-classification contest at ISMIR 2004.
-

A novel fast nearest neighbours (NN) algorithm. Our algorithm is to the best of our
knowledge the first attempt for fast NN search in metric spaces which relies neither on an
index structure nor on the verification of the triangle inequality by the distance measure. It
is 25 times faster than previous approaches.
2.4.4 Benchmarks

In the current implementation, computing and storing the timbre of one song takes about 40
seconds on average and 9 KB (kilo-bytes) of disk space. For our reference database of 15,000
songs, it means 7 days of CPU-time on a single computer and 135 MB of disk space. As
explained in §2.2.4, it can be made faster by distributing the computation among processes on
different computers.
For timbre similarity, the computation of a complete distance relation was never done at once,
but rather in several phases. Only extrapolated information can be given from the data
collected during each phase. Computing the complete timbre distance relation between the
15,000 songs on a single computer and without the fast NN algorithm would take about 105
days, while it would only take 21 days with the fast algorithm. Without the optimization to
keep just the first 100 nearest neighbours for each song, it would require 2 GB of disk space,
while it is only 120 MB with that optimization.
Once the distance relation has been computed (or updated for any new song), searching for
the nearest neighbours of one song is just a matter of querying the database for the tuples
sorted in increasing distance from the reference song. It is about 1 second on average.
2.4.5 Implementation
Timbre similarity is essentially made of two independent native programs "computeGMM"
and "computeGMMDistance", based on the signal processing libraries distributed with EDS
(see WP2). At the programming level, the computation of timbre can be done in MCM with
the corresponding computable field. It is very easy to handle. Less straightforward is the
computation of timbre distances because it requires considering the distances between all
pairs of songs. However, MCM already provides the notion of distance relation which
encapsulates all the necessary methods together with the aforementioned optimizations.
Timbre similarity is also provided in the "Similarity" panel of the Music Browser (Figure 6),
and has been integrated in WP8 HiFi prototype. In the Music Browser, the user can select a
song (the seed) and ask for similar songs in terms of timbre (other similarities than timbre can
also be used here). In general the distances have already been computed and the query is just
about displaying the songs in increasing distance from the seed, which is very fast. The user
can then immediately listen to these similar songs. When the distances haven't been computed
(which is the case for songs freshly added to the database) the "Similarity" panel has buttons
to trigger their computation and storage.
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Figure 6: The "Similarity" panel of the Music Browser.
2.4.6 Dissemination Materials
2.4.6.1 Scientific publications
[1] Aucouturier; J.-J., Pachet, F. and Sandler, M. "The Way It Sounds: Timbre Models For
Analysis and Retrieval of Polyphonic Music Signals." IEEE Transactions of Multimedia,
December 2005.
[2] Roy, P., Aucouturier, J.-J., Pachet, F. and Beurivé, A. "Exploiting the Tradeoffs Between
Precision and Cpu-time to Speed Up Nearest Neighbor Search." Proceedings of the
International Conference on Music Information Retrieval, September 2005. London, UK
[3] Aucouturier, J.-J. and Pachet F. "Improving Timbre Similarity: How high is the sky?."
Journal of Negative Results in Speech and Audio Sciences, 1(1), 2004.
[4] Aucouturier, J.-J. and Pachet, F. "Tools and Architecture for the Evaluation of Similarity
Measures: Case Study of Timbre Similarity." Proceedings of International Conference on
Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR), 2004, Barcelona, Spain.
2.4.6.2 Related PhDs
[5] Aucouturier, J.-J. "Dix expériences sur la modélisation du timbre polyphonique." (The
main sections are in english.) Completed on June 6, 2006, supervised by Pachet, F. (SONY
CSL) and Briot, J.-P. (University Paris 6).

2.5 Playlist Generation
Responsible partner: SONY CSL
2.5.1 Functional Description
An important concept when browsing music databases is the creation of playlists, i.e. ordered
lists of songs that can be listened to in sequence. Simple playlist generation can be done
automatically while the user browses his database and/or listens to songs. For instance, it is
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possible to generate playlists for specific users and periods of time (e.g., "Songs which John
listened to last Tuesday"). Another example consists in generating playlists from the results of
queries to the database (e.g., "rock songs", "songs which sound like Angie from the Rolling
Stones", etc.).
In WP3, playlists can also be constructed automatically based on various constraints. Dealing
with constraints is different than dealing with database queries because constraints may have
more than one solution, only one solution, or no solution at all. In the latter case an
approximated solution can still be generated to satisfy the constraints as much as possible.
For instance, a playlist can be generated by asking for 10 songs by Italian artists and in which
the tempo is increasing from one song to the next. If no such playlist exists, a somewhat
intermediate result would include a few songs which are not by Italian artists, and/or tempo
which mostly increases all along the playlist.
As another example, a playlist can start at a given song, say, "The Beatles – Yesterday" and
end at another, say, "Beethoven’s 9th Symphony", and can contain continuous timbre from
one song to the next. To build the playlist, a constraint satisfaction algorithm may select songs
like a guitar concerto from the classical repertoire, which shares the acoustic guitar timbre of
the Beatles’ song and the orchestral textures of Beethoven's piece.

Figure 7: Playlists in the Music Browser.
2.5.2 Method Description
Simple playlists are easy to generate in the Music Browser: each panel producing lists of
songs, like the "Search" panel or the "Similarity" panel, can also generate a corresponding
playlist and send it to the "Playlists" panel (Figure 7). All songs which are played are also
intercepted by the "Playlists" panel and put into the current active playlist.
For constraint-based playlist generation, a constraint satisfaction algorithm is required. Many
such algorithms exist, with different properties. For WP3, a local-search algorithm was
developed. The main reason for this choice is that local-search algorithms can navigate the
search space from a partial solution, changing the value of one variable at a time to minimize
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the current total cost of constraints (some amount of errors), always being able to produce the
best solution it has found so far, even though the solution doesn't satisfy all the constraints. It
allows a good balancing between quality of the current best solution and time spent in finding
that solution.
For timbre similarity (see §2.4), two methods were tried. The first one was to develop a
specific continuity constraint for the local-search algorithm. Unfortunately, the algorithm
didn't scale well with the number of songs, whereas timbre similarity requires a lot of songs
for good results. The second method consisted in finding the shortest-paths in a graph where
the vertices are the songs and the (directed) edges link a song to its nearest neighbours. This
method scaled well, but couldn't be directly used as a constraint for the local-search algorithm
anymore.
2.5.3 Position Over State-of-the-Art
Simple playlist generation mainly concerns music software dealing with audio file collections,
like iTunes and Windows Media Player. They can generate playlists from the name of an
artist, an album, a genre, etc., which is a simple query/constraint to enforce. More advanced
state-of-the-art playlist generation include music recommendation services like last.fm or
Pandora. They can also generate playlists from the name of an artist or a genre, but would
also include connected artists, genres, etc. For instance, Pandora generates more songs in the
current playlist (or radio) by selecting the smallest distance from one song to the next in terms
of musical attributes (e.g., key, meter, tempo, etc.). These attributes have been previously
entered by experts for all the songs in their collection.
In WP3, both constraint satisfaction techniques and shortest path techniques have been tried.
In general a constraint-satisfaction algorithm based on local-search is enough for simple
constraints but doesn't scale well when continuity is involved on databases of thousands of
songs. For timbre continuity, shortest-paths work better and can be compared to what last.fm
or Pandora do, without requiring systematic input from experts since they are based on the
timbre which is computable metadata. More continuity features could have been provided
based on other computable metadata.
2.5.4 Benchmarks
Constraint-based algorithms work quite well even on large databases as long as no demanding
constraint like timbre continuity is involved. Generating a playlist based on simple constraints
with many complete solutions (e.g., 100 songs, all being different, all being classical songs)
can take just a few seconds. When no complete solutions exist, the algorithm can still be
stopped after some time (say, 20 seconds) and return a rather good partial solution because
local-search was used.
On the contrary, searching for a playlist with just a timbre continuity constraint rarely gives a
good solution even after a few tens of seconds, either because not enough songs are involved
(giving poor timbre continuity), or because minimizing the total cost takes too much time for
any of the variables. In this case, the time required to generate what would look like a good
playlist isn't really known. It could even be a matter of hours or days of search, which
wouldn't mean much for the end user.
For this specific problem, shortest-paths work much better because the timbre distance
relation already encodes the necessary graph. While keeping the proper part of the graph in
memory, it is then just a matter of a few seconds on average to find the shortest-paths from
any two songs in the database, or to discover that no such path exists.
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2.5.5 Implementation
As explained above, simple playlist generation is an automatic feature of the "Playlists" panel
in the Music Browser (Figure 7). The other panels can also create playlists and send them to
the "Playlists" panel (for instance, the "Similarity" panel can send the result of a similarity
search as a playlist).
Advanced playlist generation is a feature of the "Playlist Generators" panel in the Music
Browser, including both constraint-based generation and timbre continuity. The constraint
satisfaction engine is a Java package which has been developed by SONY CSL and is also
included in the Music Browser.
2.5.6 Dissemination Materials
2.5.6.1 Scientific publications
[1] Aucouturier, J.J. and Pachet, F. "Scaling up Music Playlist Generation." Proceedings of
IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo (ICME), August 2002. Lausanne,
Switzerland.
[2] Aucouturier, J.-J. and Pachet, F. "Music Similarity Measures: What's the Use?." In Ircam,
editor, Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on Music Information Retrieval,
October 2002.

2.6 Automatic Generalization of Personal Categories
Responsible partner: SONY CSL
2.6.1 Functional Description
When the user is listening to a song, he may associate the song to some personal category
(e.g., "Evening Music", "Sad Song", etc.). Later on he may like to retrieve all songs from this
category and organize them in a playlist, etc. Basic functionalities of this browsing mode
include the creation of new personal categories and the association of a song to a category.
These operations are already available in MCM and the Music Browser through metadata
creation/edition and queries.
A much more advanced functionality of this browsing mode is the automatic generalization
of personal categories. It means the automatic placement of a song into one of the categories,
following the examples already given by the user. With automatic generalization it isn't
necessary for the user to associate every song to a category by hand: a specific algorithm
would do so instead. Moreover, the whole process can be an interesting experience for the
user because he can survey the automatic generalization while it is running and react to the
results in an interactive way, especially by refining his categories.
2.6.2 Method Description
We describe here the method which was used to make automatic generalization of personal
categories work for WP3. Many different solutions exist, though, each with their pros and
cons. The chosen method gives interesting results while being fast enough for interaction with
the user.
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Categories are made of the songs that the user associated to them by hand. At any given time,
a song is either in one (and only one) of the categories, or in none of them. For a song which
has no associated category, automatic generalization has to compute one, comparing the
uncategorized song with the songs making the categories. A timbre-based comparison was
chosen because timbre already gave good results for similarity (see §2.4).
However, for personal categories, the two independent programs developed for timbre
similarity were not used. The EDS (see WP2) system was selected instead because it is very
flexible about audio descriptors, and also because it is able to search for the best audio
descriptors through genetic search. This functionality requires unbounded time, though,
contrarily to using a pre-selected descriptor like timbre. Consequently, it was put aside (but is
still available for later experiments).
With EDS, automatic generalization works in two phases.
1. The learning phase generates an EDS classifier from the songs making the categories.
2. The computation phase calls the EDS classifier for every uncategorized song and
associates the song to the resulting (closest) category.
Both phases have to compute the timbre of the songs. The cost of such a computation is too
high for the kind of interaction foreseen in this browsing mode, so optimizations had to be
found. First, only the first 20 seconds of each song are really considered. Second, a cache of
the timbre values is managed both in memory and in the database. Consequently, once the
timbre of each song has been computed and put in the cache, automatic generalization doesn’t
require any signal processing anymore.
At a higher-level, the changes made by the user to his categories (adding and removing songs
to/from the categories) have to be dealt with. When it happens, the result of the previous
automatic generalization becomes obsolete because the definition of at least one of the
categories changed and the songs which do not make the categories (i.e., were not put in a
category by hand) have to be automatically categorized again. The two phases of automatic
generalization need to be run again. Thus, the optimizations described above appear even
more useful, while the user progressively refines his categories.
The "Flexonomies" panel of the Music Browser (Figure 8 and Figure 9) was developed to
experiment such a browsing mode. It does on-the-fly automatic generalization while the user
creates/edits the categories.
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Figure 8: The "Flexonomies" panel of the
Music Browser. On this screenshot, the user has
defined no personal category yet.

Figure 9: The "Flexonomies" panel after the user
has created a few personal categories.
2.6.3 Position Over State-of-the-Art
On-the-fly automatic generalization of user-defined music categories is a very novel
technique. It requires many tradoffs between quality and time. In WP3, we made clear choices
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in favor of computation time, while maintaining a rather good overall quality. Offline music
classification (e.g., genre classification) has been much studied in the community, but it
requires a preliminary training with a fixed, carefully designed database, and a lot of
computation time. Interactive retrieval with progressive refinement has been studied in the
context of image retrieval (relevance feedback), however it has been somewhat overlooked in
the music community.
Although it wasn't used, the ability to automatically discover adapted audio descriptors with
EDS looks like a very promising technique in this context. We plan to use this feature in
future research.
2.6.4 Benchmarks
When the optimizations described above are turned on, automatic generalization is a quite fast
process. User experiments have been done on a database of 200 songs. Timbre values was
pre-computed (it took 15 minutes). With 5 categories, each made of 2 songs, the learning
phase takes about 8 seconds. The generalization phase takes half a second for each song, and
about 2 minutes for all the songs.
As for scaling, the learning phase takes a linear time in the number of songs making the
categories, and the generalization phase takes a linear time in the number of categories and in
the number of songs in the database. Experiments on bigger databases haven’t been made, but
it is likely that some interactivity would be lost. However, the integration in WP8 HiFi
prototype introduced another useful optimization: the generalization phase can be run on just
the songs the user is actually looking at, which generally corresponds to a very small fragment
of the database.
2.6.5 Implementation
Automatic generalization of personal categories is available as an extension panel of the
Music Browser. It requires the EDS system which is already shipped with the Music Browser.
It has also been integrated in WP8 HiFi prototype.
2.6.6 Dissemination Materials
2.6.6.1 Scientific publications
[1] Pachet, F. "Knowledge Management and Musical Metadata." In "Encyclopedia of
Knowledge Management", Idea Group. 2005.
[2] Pachet, F., Laburthe, A., Aucouturier, J.-J. and Beurivé, A. "Editorial Metadata in
Electronic Music Distribution Systems: Between Universalism and Isolationism." Journal of
New Music Research, 34(2):173-184 June 2005.
2.6.6.2 Public presentations
[3] Beurivé, A. "Personal Music Categories in the Music Browser." Cité des Sciences, La
Villette, Paris, 21st and 23th June 2006.
[4] Pachet, F. "Creation and Automatic Generalization of Personal Music Categories in the
Music Browser." Laboratorio di Informatica, Facoltà di Scienze della Formazione, University
of Bologna, Italy, May 24-26, 2006.
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2.7 Other Browsing Modes
In the remaining of the document, we describe a few other browsing modes which were also
studied. Although most of them required less development than the previous modes, they are
still worth mentioning because of the features they provide.
2.7.1 Picture Grabbing
Responsible partner: SONY CSL
Browsing music databases could be just about listening. For the user experience however it is
always more interesting to have pictures or videos. For instance, being able to display the
photo of an artist or an album can improve a user interface a lot. Yet, it is not rational in a
home HiFi system to have a picture for every artist or album in the world. It should rather
depend on the songs which are actually on the system.
In the Music Browser, a "Pictures" panel has been developed for this browsing mode (see
Figure 10). By default it displays pictures of artists, but it can be changed to any other type of
items (e.g., country). The panel has a button which triggers a query to Google images for the
current artist, and parses the resulting HTML page so to find the URLs of the suggested
pictures. The first 10 pictures are then displayed from the URLs. If the user clicks on one of
them, it becomes the default picture associated to the artist and is stored on local disk so that
the corresponding URL is not queried anymore (saving network bandwidth).

Figure 10: The "Pictures" panel of the Music Browser.
2.7.2 DJ Interfaces
Responsible partner: NI
A number of interface browsing features were implemented by Native Instrument for
DJ/electronic music in the context of WP6 (Authoring):
-

New search feature "Search by category": Type a phrase, then select where to search
(album, artists, label etc.)

-

"Show all" buttons in most list fields allows finding all tracks sharing the same artist,
label, BPM etc.

-

Undo functionality returning to the view before the last search command.
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-

Categories in the list window can be sorted by drag & drop and hidden via context menu.

-

Sorting by icon column allows swapping of playlists.

-

Task bar with 10 targets can be used for sorting tracks into playlists or as always visible
shortcuts to any target in the browser tree.

-

Time stamped collection backups for increased data security.

-

Convenient edit pane to edit song metadata.
2.7.3 BabyBrowser

Responsible partner: SONY CSL
The "BabyBrowser" is a video browser especially dedicated for children. It offers limited use
of descriptors but focuses on ease of navigation for users without the ability to read. Each
song can be played and visualized with its corresponding music video clips and various
interaction modes are designed for browsing these clips. By combining a text synthesizer and
a simple textual input, the motivation to find the right video clip is used as an incentive for the
child to learn to read and write.

Figure 11: A child using the BabyBrowser.
The BabyBrowser is built on top of MCM and uses additional packages for voice synthesis. It
was only tested on Windows.
2.7.4 EyeTune
Responsible partner: SONY CSL
The "EyeTune" application is a webcam-based gesture recognition music browser. It allows

users to perform simple control like the volume, but also to select music using high-level
metadata such as genre, country, artist, etc. The simplicity of the application (no need for any
mouse or keyboard) makes it particularly adapted to the family context. It can be controlled
by more than one person at the same time. Specific gestures were investigated to allow
controls adapted to music access such as tempo tapping for query by tempo, or line drawing
for creating personalized playlists with given properties, e.g. « increasing tempo ».
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Figure 12: A user of the EyeTune application,
selecting music by simple metadata through
gesture recognition techniques. Here,
controlling the volume level.

Figure 13: The Eye Tune system in a home environment.
The EyeTune interface and technology is a completely novel approach to music access. It
builds up on the idea of the EyeToy Sony PlayStation2 technology, but incorporates a number
of specific gestures and concepts critical to the context of music selection.
EyeTune is built on top of MCM and uses additional native Windows libraries for video input
and gesture recognition. As such, it only works on Windows.
2.7.5 SongSampler
Responsible partner: SONY CSL
The "SongSampler" is for musicians who want to experience novel ways of interacting with a
music title. It automatically analyzes the sound fragments present in any music title and maps
these fragments to a synthesizer keyboard or any MIDI instrument. It produces an instrument
that plays the same fragments as the original audio file. Playing with such an instrument is
supposed to enhance the feeling of appropriation by letting listeners play their own music
with the sounds of their favourite tunes.
The SongSampler is a portable extension panel for the Music Browser.
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